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Special magic is acquired when decorating with mirrors as they enhance natural 
light and create the illusion of more living space. When strategically placed, 
mirrors are an excellent decorating accessory and offer several benefits, as well 
as an alternative to typical wall art.  
 
Mirrors make a statement about your individual style. The mirror’s frame dictates 
the style based on size, finish, color and detail. Those with bulky wood frames in 
dark bronze, gold or silver faux finishes can be used in several applications. It 
should also compliment the colors and finishes around it. The proportion of the 
frame to the mirror is important: the larger the mirror, the wider the frame.  
 
As for scale, mirrors should be at least 2/3rds the size of what sits beneath it.  If 
the mirror is only half the size of the furniture below, it is probably too small 
 
For a bull’s eye focus, use round mirrors.  When a given space is too linear, 
round mirrors provide the lacking interior with softness.   Beveled mirrors and cut 
glass are generally more expensive, but well worth it.  
 
Large, oversized floor mirrors are often underestimated in their value to a room’s 
décor.  These full-length free-standing mirrors are great for reflecting light as well 
as opening up a wall and expanding a room, particularly in small rooms.  If 
placed across from a window and angled slightly upward, the light is reflected 
onto the ceiling, bouncing additional light into the rest of the room.  If the mirror is 
angled away from a window, the light will reflect towards one side of the room.  
Place an oversized mirror in a long hallway to give the perception of a doorway 
leading to another room.  Place a floor mirror against a bare wall in a living room 
to open it up.  Sit a small console table and lamp in front of it for amazing results.  
Position a floor mirror next to a fireplace to see how it exhibits the surrounding 
furniture.  
 
For less than obvious uses, mirror the backside of a bookcase.  Hang groupings 
of mirrors in various sizes over the fireplace mantel or along a hallway. Use a 
framed mirror as a perfume tray or jewelry for a dresser or bathroom. The infinity 
created by facing two mirrors directly across from each other makes a room look 
immensely large.  Should you not find the perfect size or finish, custom framing is 
a common practice.  Pick your frame, your cut, and your size.  Sweet! 
 
Be aware of what a mirror is reflecting.  Never hang a mirror high over a fireplace 
or buffet where all it reflects is the ceiling.  If placement is high, hang a picture 
instead.  Hang mirrors opposite  beautiful lights, fabulous paintings, sculptures 
you wish to showcase, or anything else that you enjoy and would love to see 
twice.  
 
Allow a sense of refreshing calm into the room simply by reflecting it. It can be 
‘mirror-aculous’!  


